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MYCO Medical Celebrates 20 Years in Business, Recognized Among INC 500/5000 Fastest Growing US Companies
-- North Carolina-Based Medical Distributor Among Fastest Growing US Companies For Third Consecutive Year --

Cary, N.C. – Sept. 20, 2013 – MYCO Medical, a leading medical distributor providing high quality, innovative and affordable medical and surgical devices serving the healthcare, dental and veterinary fields, celebrates two major milestones this year: the company’s 20th anniversary bringing reliability, innovation and value to healthcare and its third consecutive year included on the prestigious INC 500/5000 list of America’s fastest growing privately held companies.

“My commitment to the MYCO Medical team has always been to enable our team to grow, to provide our employees with challenging work and to create an environment that they can be proud to be a part of professionally,” said Sam Kumar, president and CEO, MYCO Medical. “This culture and collective team drive is the reason MYCO Medical has been able to reach the successes we have in our 20-year history.”

Since launching in 1993, MYCO Medical has grown from a single employee to a global organization offering quality, affordable medical supplies ranging from surgical blades to procedure needles. Today, the company works with supplier partners that span six countries, including South Africa, India, Korea, Japan, China and Australia, which collectively represent the ability to produce more than 4.5 billion pieces of various medical devices a year, and employ a workforce of more than 4,500 employees worldwide.

With exclusive North American representation for seven offshore manufacturers and a measurable share of the U.S. surgical blade, safety scalpel and procedure needle markets, MYCO Medical’s consistent and considerable growth has secured its position as an industry leader and earned it a coveted spot on the INC 500/5000 list of the most rapidly growing U.S. companies for the past three years.

MYCO Medical has celebrated these successes throughout the year, specifically by donating $100,000 worth of medical devices to North Carolina-based nonprofit, The Haiti Connection, which initiates coalitions and provides information and support for collaborative educational, medical and spiritual projects. Representatives from The Haiti Connection and MYCO Medical supplier partners from around the world joined the company to celebrate its anniversary and achievements at The Umstead Hotel and Spa in August.

“MYCO Medical’s contributions and dedication to providing quality medical products that make a difference in the lives of those who really need them is why this company has been so successful,” said Bonnie Elam, director, The Haiti Connection. “Without supporters like MYCO Medical, The Haiti Connection could not provide the collaborative educational, medical and spiritual projects that allow us to serve more than one hundred thousand people each year.”

About MYCO Medical
As a leading NMSDC Diversity Certified Supplier, MYCO Medical is committed to Bringing Reliability, Innovation and
Value to the Healthcare industry with a particular emphasis on innovative, high-value surgical devices and disposables. Founded in 1993 by Sam Kumar, MYCO Medical was built on the foundation of combining innovative and high quality products with exemplary and attentive customer care to create a trusted, value-conscious partner for all segments in the healthcare industry. Headquartered in Cary, N.C., MYCO Medical works with an extensive network of more than 300 national and regional distributors from its multi-million dollar distribution center offering surgical blades and scalpels, Wound Closure Devices, Sharps Safety Surgical products, Procedure Needles, Syringes, Blood Collection and IV Sets, and more. For more information on MYCO Medical, visit www.MYCOMedical.com.
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